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Student Contribution Furthermore, we will never understand that

which we must do well. Dr. Raymond M.
The GWU course is purposely deslg, ed to Wilmotte reaffirms this statement in different

utilize and integrate the diversity of experi- language:l 'The uncertainties that remain (in
ence represented by the students attending the any complex decision) are never zero."
course. This position is in contrast to courses The reason for this pessimistic outlook is
where the instructors supposedly have all quite simple. The complexity of most situations

knowledge on the subject "wrapped up in a box faced by decision-makers today is far beyond
with a blue ribbon around it." Rather than any single individual's capability to compre-
"pipe knowledge in a straw to naive students," hend them f'J depth. Yet we are precluded the
the instructors view classroom discussion as luxury of simply wringing our hands in
a learning experience every bit as valid as despair--we must still press forward and
formal lecturing make decisions.

The diversity of backgrounds possessed b_
graduates of previous classes makes this poi_ t "Systems" Characteristics
obvious. Students from at least seven cat

gories have completed the course: The systems approach, regardless of its
applicati_n has at least eight characteristics

Commercial Industries - American Mutual as .;l., .l, Figure 2. Since system safety
Liability Insurance Company, EbascoServ- can be described as "the systems approach
ices, Incorporated (major contractor), applied to safety," theooe eight traits apply
De Leuw, Cather & Company (engineering directly to system safety. Further, these
contractor for the Washington Mass Tran- character_stics differentiate system safety
stt), and Western Electric. from other safety activities.

A description of each characteristic is
Aerospace Industries - General Dynamics,

Llng-Temco-Vought, Martin Marietta, repeated from an earlier publication: 2
McDonnell Douglas, and Vitro Labora- Methodical - The systems approach in-volves a definite method. This method consists

tories, of an orderly procedure or way of solving
Federal Government - Federal Highway Ad. complex problems. All the steps involved in

ministration, Atomic Energy Commission, problem-solving are arranged in a consistent
Bureau of Mines, Federal Aviation Agency, and orderly manner.
National Transportation Safety Board, Na- Objective - The systems approach is also
tional Bureau of Standards, and National objective; i.e., the steps in the problem-
Aeronautics and Space Administration. solving method are free from personal bias

,_ to the greatest extent possible. Personalopin-
i Foreign Governments - Department of Social ton must be identified as such. By maintainingi Action (Mexico) and British A rcraft Cor-
_' potation, this discipline, the results of each step in the . "

problem-solving process can be verified or

City/County Governments - Chicago Transit confirmed by someone other than the person
Authority, New York City Transit System, who performed the step.
and Montgomery County (Maryland). Quantitative or Measurable - Almost with-

out exception, each element in the problem-Military Services - Numerous branches within
solving process results in a quantitative ex-

the Army, Navy and Air Force pression. At the very least, there must be
Universities- Johns Hopkins University and some measurement possible to weigh the

The George Washington University. validity of the conclusion reached. Because i
any end product produced by the systems ap- it

APPROACH TO SYSTEM SAFETY proach is obviously a compromise, it is nec-
essary to weigh the relative merits of each

The GWU course starts off by defining the element in the system by some means other

i problem. As Figure 1 states, "We are trying than per,,_onal opinion. This need to compare

'i to do well that which we do not understand." alternatives dictates that measurability be tt 114
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one of the characteristics of the systems Into desired outputs." Therefore, a system
approach, has no meaning unless both inputs and outputs

Analytical - The systems approach era- have clear and universal understanding.

ploys a rational dtwqton of the whole system Self-Containment/Closed Loop - Since a
into its constituent parts to find out the natare, system has been defined as a "complete en-

proportion, function, and tnterrelatlonsl'.lp of tity," this means that a system has Individual
these parts as they contribute to system oh- existence and that It lacks none of its requi-
jecttves. This analytical function frequently site parts. It is complete in Itself. Acorollary
leads to solving system problems by means is that the system must be free from any iso-
of mathematical models or equations. There- lated or "orphan" elements which do not con-
by, the elemental variables can be related and tribute to system objectives. Outputs of every
traded off with respect to each other, element or subsystem must ultimately become

Subsystem Interdependence-Another char- part of the s_ _tem output rather than inde-
acteristic of the systems approach is a con- pendent of it. In a sense, this is a restatement
stant recognition that any given element or of the fact that everything within the system
subsystem is dependent on all the other ele- is interdependent.
merits in the system. Should the function, di-

_, menston, or description of a subsystem be The Role of the Human
' revised, such a revision will affect every

other element to varying degrees. This inter- One difficult that must be acknowledged in

dependence must not only be acknowledged the field of safety is the high pe -enrage of
but must be accounted for In the systems social behavior involved In hazard analysis

k approach, and prevention. Therefore, the emphasis on

i Parallel Analysis of Elements- Somewhat human behavior is quite pronounced in the

related to the interdependence of all elements GWU System Safety course. Whether it be -
, and subsystems in the systems approach is called human factors, human engineering, or

the concept of treating all elements in parallel just plain human awareness, the role of the
rather than in series. In contradistinction to human is accented heavily.
the Western civilization concept of time as Figure 3 illustrates the interface that
being a chronological series of events, each exists between physical and social sciences.
one of which must be complete before the next Skirting the traditional battle over whether :o
can take place, the systems approach demands social sciences are "scientlfic,"predictabllity
that the end event be considered at the same (which is a cornerstone of scientific endeavor)
time as the initiating event in order to prop- Is an elusive characteristic, at best, in the

,, erly balance the allocation of resources to- social sciences. To illustrate this difference
ward solution of the problem. This Is corn- between physical and social sciences, the
monly known as "womb-to-tomb" thinking, specific gravity of sulfuric acid (H2SO 4) has

Inputs and Outputs in Clear Language - been, ts, and will continue to be 1.834, where-

Another Important characteristic of the sys- as you and I had not been, are not, and never :
terns approach Is the requirement that both again will be the same persons we were when

, inputs and outputs, at all levels in the system, we awoke this mornlng_
be described In unamblquous language. The There wilt always be a mixture of physical
key to this requirement Is that it removes and social forces in any system. However, the '
subjective Judgment both as to what is ex- mixture ratio will influence the applicability
peered in the way of outputs and what is avail.- of the systems approach. The higher the per-

able in terms of inputs to the system. One of centage of systems effort which Involves the
the reasons for Insisting on the quantitative physical sciences, the greater the applica-
indices discussed earlier is that numbers do blllty.
reduce ambiguity. The spectrum of system problems in Figure

In simplest terms, a "system" can be de- 3 runs from greatest applicability on the left
fined as "any complete entity consisting of end to least on the right. System safety, as an

hardware, software, personnel, data, services activity, would probably fall about where "auto

and facilities which transforms known inputs safety" is shown. We can do much to make
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cars safer--crash helmets, harnesses, in.. an "englneer,""analyst,"or"lnvestigator,"
flatable bags for crashworthtness. But in the he cannot hope to accomplish his mission

i end, can the automobile be made totally safe because these "doing" roles are only par-

if the human is ignored7 Obviously not. We rials of a whole picture.
can never make people wear seatbelts, hel- 2. A corollary to the first reason is
mets or chest protectors. Further, we cannot that since system safety personnel"assure
stop them from driving after they have been that a system 2s safe" rather than per-
drinking' My good friend and colleague, Chuck sonally "make the system safe," they must
Miller, has said that we probably should start have a 1:1 communication link with man-
to design cars to be driven by drunk drivers agement. How can they hope to communi-
because there is no way to stop people from cate with top management if they take less
driving while drunk, than a system management viewpoint? How

This pragmatic outlook of accepting the will they know the system management
world as it is, rather than idealistically teach- viewpoint if they have not studied it?
lng "what ought to be" distinguishes the GWU 3. One of the major advances of MIL-
course from some others. STD-882 over earlier system safety speci-

fications was in pioneering the concept that
System Management Foundation,

system safety was far larger in scope than
System safoty may be the foremost among just "engineering." To state this idea

those activities where moral arguments must another way, you could be the best safety
be translated or converted into specific tasks, engineer, analyst or investigator in all the
Furthermore, this "conversion into tasks" world and still be no more effective in
must ultimately result in specific safety tasks achieving system safety than if you were
which are described in the language of man.. in Tibet, if you fail to comprehend system
agement--yes, that dirty but real world of management.
cost, performance and schedule' 4. A primary precept of system safety

In a letter dated 14 January 1971, General is that no area or activity in the system
George S. Brown, Commander of the Air development process is free from creating
Force Systems Command, said in part: hazards. Therefore, since system safety

"Reports of the USAF Inspector General personnel must be sensitive to al._.llsources
continue to reflect that systems safety of hazards (and management is a hazard
within AFSC is unsatisfactory. There are source as shown in the Venn diagram of
several underlying problems in this area, Figure 4), it is imperative to stag the

; including the need to train systems safety study of system safety on the base of sys-
engineers. To overcome these problems tern management, the most pervasive ac-
we must have added management emphasis ttvity in system development.
on systems safety at all levels." (Italics It is no accident that management is Usted
added) prior to science and engineering in this defJ.rd-
The System Safety course at the George tlon used in the GWU course:

Washington University is based ftrmly on a "System safety is the optimum degree
SYSTEM MANAGEMENT foundation for a hum- of hazard elimination and/or control within
ber of compelling reasons: the constraints or opezat/onal effect/ve-

t. Management and professional sys- ness, time and cost, attained through the
tern safety personnel both have one basic specific application of management, sclen-
modus operandi-- "accomplishing through ttflc and engineering principles throughout
others." While they both may occasionally all phases of a system life cycle."
get in, roll up their sleeves, and "do" The interrelationship of man, machine,
something, this is a rare exception. Learn- media, and management in Figure 4 contains
Ins how to step back from the daily rush of 15 different categories; e.g., man/m_lla,
detail activity to view the "big picture" of machine/managen" ont, media/man/ma'ddne/
the systems approach is vital to effective management, etc. Each one of those categorles
system safety work. Further, if thesystem is a source for system hazards which must be
safety professional accepts a role as simply either eliminated or controlled.
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Using rapid rail transit as an example in management decision: (1) the system under
Figure 5, management is prominent as a fac- consideration is safe enough, or (2)the system
tor in contributing to hazards. As a warning, under consideration still has the following
it should be obvious that Figure 5 ignores the identified hazards which are neither eltmi-
interaction between the factors listed; e.g., nated nor controlled satisfactorily to meet the
possible interaction between passenger ve- system objectives.
hlcle seat versus stand ratio and accident As stated earlier, safety is basically a
investigation procedures, moral ar_; i.e., "No one should get killed

Likewise, most of the Individual events or injured and there should be no property
shown in the Fault Tree Illustration in Figure Ions as _ result of operating this system."
6 have resulted from management decisions; Unfortunately, there are literally millions of
e.g., policies, procedures, design selections moral arguments of equal conviction. Manage-
or accepted risks. Note also the high per- ment has no way to handle moral arguments.
centage of events in the Tree that are social They do not ,_ttnicely Into equations, calcula-
rather than physical in content, tlons, or profit/loss ledgers. They must be

Figures 4, 5, and 6 are not meant to be converted into a new language.
exhaustive and complete but to simply trigger How can s_fety then be translated into
further thought and expand the analyst's think- management language7 What is the language of
ing regarding hazard sources. In fact, the management? Management language Is three-
GWU course is often deqcrtbed as a "mind dimensional-- cost, performance and schedule.
expander." An attempt is made to open up new To bridge the gap then between a moral argu-

_ ways of thinking about hazards, followed by ment and the world of cost, pe:formance and
t devising methods to either eliminate or con- schedule, there must be a methodology.

trol the identified hazards. In a nutshell, the methodology required has
five basic steps:

._ Integrative Aspect 1. All possible hazards must be/den__._:

A prime thesis of the GWU course is that tifi_.._.
2. These Identifies hazards must be

system safety is not another "specialty" but
an integrative activity among the already- ranked first for their severity," 3. These identified hazards must be
too-many specialties. Figure 7 depicts system
safety as the, "mortar between the bricks" ranked secondly for their likelihood of
that makes possible a strong wall (system). occurrence.4. These identified hazards must be
In other words, the philosophy of the course
is that system safety personnel should not be ranked thirdly for the cost, in resources,

' of either eliminating or controlling them
"out-designing the designer." Rather, they
should be concentrating their attention on the in the system.
many interfaces created between functions 5. The rank/ngs of steps 2, 3, and 4

must be comb/ned into a single rankingwhenever a large _nd complex system is
divided up into smaller units, of mana[[ement consequence; i.e., wherethe most severe which will occur most

As Figure 7 shows, "design" is separated
frequently and can be eliminated for thefrom "testing," and when this division occurs
least resource expenditure are on top.

(necessary as it may be), there are inevitable Each of the five basic steps required to
problems often overlooked by both designers translate the moral argument for safety into
and test engineers. This interface is tTpical language that any manager can ,mderstand isof those areas where system safety personnel
will realize the greatest payoff in terms of discussed briefly.

hazard potential. Step I - Identi_ Hazards

FOCUSING FOR MANAGEMENTDECISION
This is the function of the various analyti-

The system safety professional has only cal techniques such as Hazard Mode and Effect
one ultimate "reason for being"-- to provide Analysis (HMEA), Gross Hazard Analysis, and
top management with one of two inputs for Fault Tree Analysl_. Equally essential with
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these techniques are analysts with inquisitive, management consequence is achieved by com-
imaginative, and indefatigable minds. Ironi- bining the three individual code letters into
cally, some system safety courses cover only one overall index of significance. The Hazard
this first analytical step. Totem Pole shown in Figure l l lists these

code combinations in order of consequence fGr
Step 2 o Rank Hazards for Severity management decision.

Obviously, there are never enough re°
Continuing to us_ rapid rail transit as an

sources to completely eliminate every possibleexample, Figure 8 is a conversion of the four
hazard. For this reason, manageme,tt must sethazard levels of MIL-STD-882 into rail tran-

sit effects. Rather than having everyone decide a "decision point" or cutoff level in the HazardTotem Pole. This decision point is drawn at
what a "critical" hazard is, the translation that significance ranking cot _'below which allhas been ma'le so that there is universal

remaining hazards will be :gnored. The deci-
understanding of this level. If there were 478 sion point may be established by either (1) the
hazards identified in Step 1, then every one reduction of hazard siguific,_nce to a level
of the 478 should have either an A, B, C, or which management considers adequate or (2)
D assigned to it. the depletion of resources available for ap-

plication to hazard elimination or control.
Step 3 - Rank Hazards for Likelihood To illustrate this decision point, manage-

Afar all 478 identified hazards have been ment could decide that it will eliminate and/or
categorized for severity, they must be ranked control all hazards in the first 7 levels or
for probability of occurrence. One example of categories in the Hazard Totem Pole; i.e., all
how thismight be accomplished is shown in the AJP, AJQ, AKP, BJP, AJR, AKQ, and
Figure 9. The reason thatthe four levelsof ALP hazards. This would mean that 31 of

probabilityare in a logarlthmlcscaleis be- the 478 identifiedhazards willrequire re-

cause thehuman response tosensory stimuli, sources to be allocatedby wanagement for

according to Fechner's Law, is logarithmic, purposes of eliminatingor controlllngthe

Perception of probabilities ls prohablyslmllar hazards. (Note that there were no AJQ or
to sensory perception. When this step is corn- AKQ hazards.)

: plete, all 478 identified .,_zards should have It is important to also note that while man-
two letters assigned-- one for severity and agement will be committing resources for the
one for probability, first 7 levels in the Hazard Totem Pole, they

will, by this very action, be deliberately

Step 4 - Rank Hazards for Elimlnation/Control ignoring all remaining 87 levels in the Hazard
Resources Totem Pole (wMch contain the remaining 447

hazards;). Therefore, the decision point be-
The thirdlette_"tcbe assignedeach ofthe

478 hazards should be from a table such as comes that point wMch separates action from

shown in Figure I0. This step requires an inaction regarding hazards.
intermediate conversion of various r_ources

RESOLUTION OF HAZARDS
(e.g., policy, procedures, manpower, tech-

nology, faciUti_s, materials, and schedule) MIL-STD-882 describes a serles of actions " :
into a dollar equivalence prior to selecting

for satisfying safety requirements of a system

code letter. Nevertheless, this e_r_mate of design. The series is known as "system safety :
the amount of resources is essential in order !precedence." This precedence is shown in

to speak management's language. Now all 478 logic diagram format in Figure 12. ihazards have three letters assigned. Continuing the rapid ra/l transit example
where management has now decided to el/ml-

Step 8 - Rank Hazards for Management Con- nste or control 31 of the 478ident/fied hazards

sequence in tthe Hazard Totem Pole, a decision must be
Once three code letters {one each from made on HOW to eliminate or control them.

Steps 2, 3, and 4) have been assigned to all Figure 12 shows four alternsraves {numbered
478 identified hazards, the focusing for I through 4) for this decision.

IIS
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With the exception of those hazards which as "accepted risks." Those risks are the ones
can be eliminated very economically early in for which insurance iL"purcfiased.
th_ design stage, the four alternatives of Fig-
ure 12 are numbered in a hierarchy of de-
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SECTION III

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION: I would like to ask the p,,nel on it. If it comes it is going to be by societies
if there is any concerted effort in the educa- or conferences or things making recomme_-
tional field to incorporate a sy,3tem safety dations and putting a little pressure on uni-
engineering course in all undergraduate engi- versities to get something like this as a part
neering programs -- aeronautical, industrial, of some undergraduate course. I dontt think a
electrical, etc. complete course itself would be of value be-

cause it would be an elective almost certainly
DR. JOHNS'ION: We can only speak for and would not cover a great many people.

the industrial engineering department. As far A portion of a few hours of this type of thing
as I know Texas A&M has none. Actually what in some other undergraduate course would be
we are looking at in a system safety engineer- an effective thing at least as a beginning and
ing course as far as for a person working on as I say it is going tohaveto come from pres-
s degree in mechanical engineering or some- sure outside.
thing at the dndergraduate level, this would GEORGE CRANSTON: I have a question

L have to be an elective. What we are doing at that is related to the one that was just asked.
Texas A&M is trying to make people in all I want to put it In a little different way I think.
the engineering disciplines aware, probably We have been told by the educators this morn- "
more so toward product safety and product ing that we do not have a philosophy of system

_ liability. We are getting more and more people safety or asking us if we have a philosophy of
- to come in and take the courses as electives, system safety - that is a legitimate question,

=, but as far as a requirement, I would say there but I want to turn the question around after
is no attempt to put it into the undergraduate what I have heard and ask them if they have a
discipline across the board. Most all of the philosophy of education in our university sys-
people that take or get a B.S. in industrial tern and the reason I askthis, fromwhat I have

engineering will take a course in system heard it appears that every course isa,-_ectal
_ safety engineering as it is offered, course started to meet some special need of
: MR. GROSE: Gene I dontt know if you care some special organization. What we have
: to respond to this or not, are. you aware of heard today is the philosophy of that particular

any activities at USC where they have trted to course to meet that need, but we have not
introduce this? heard a philosophy about how do we educate

EUGENE HOLT: I dontt think that is nec- people generally in this field.
essarily a good idea. Outside of a system
safety curriculum or a safety program, the ANSWER: I think to the :ommon layman it
only way to incorporate system safety engi- would seem an easier task than it really is to ;

neertng into EE or ME courses, I think would break through the structures at universities.
be in each basic course and that would bc You have to understand the curriculum corn- i

rather hard to do. I think because of the basi: mittees to start with. University curriculum i
structure of universities and the way curricu- committees are a very strange kind of _hing. I
lums are established, etc. it would be hard to You approach them with a new idea, no matter
do that. It is a good idea but at present it is how firmly and strongly you believe in it you
not Workable I am afraid, have to convince them and sometimes they

JACK MANSFIELD (GWU): It is about the are very hard to convince. It is very true,
same answer you Just got from Gene Holt. Mr. Cranston, that these are special interest
This was discussed very recently at a system kind of courses that we have discussed this
safety society meeting here in Washington. As mor,_ing and unfortunately, that is the level
a matter of how to get this into an undergrad- we are at right now. l agree with )_u, we need
uate, should something be put in. I think it will to do something about that and to motivate.
not come by the university taking thelnitiative I think maybe an aroused and tntelllgen:public
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will do that. Societies will do that if we will and separating it to specialties when in ac-
continue to motivate people, it might happen, tualtty I'm sure we need an Integrated type of

teaching in the universities.
MR. GROSE: I think you can leave that

one open, George, as a rhetorical question. JERRY LEDERER: I have three different
DR. BALL: This is a comment related to comments. First of all, about ten years ago

the last question and then a direct question. I got the Deans of some of the countries fore-
A couple of weeks ago the National Academy most engineering schools together to discuss
of Engineering held a two day conference on putting into the curriculars some safety and
consumer products. Dr. Carl Clark will be especially human factors and I was told that
speaking on this subject tomorrow and this there just isn't time. Some universities such
first workshop was on safety. One of the rec- as Cornell had increased their engineering

&

ommendations that came out of that workshop course to 5 years to put in humanities as they
had to do with the education of the people who thought the students should have something on

= are designing and will be designing consumer humanities. They had gotten to the point where
products such as mowing machines, bicycles, they are giving them almost entirely engineer-
etc. It seems to me that the essence Is to lng. There Isn't time, they said, to do this.
teach the design decision-making process. I would think that at least they could give a
I think It is quite Impractical for every aspect couple of electives per semester to get the
of design decision-making to be taught In a students thinking about this. The second thing

L separate course so my comment would be that is that we have heard all through this confer-
there is a tremendous need In the consumer ence that it Is the executive who makes the

: products area, that the essence is to teach the decisions, the businessman. How many unt-
design Recision process, to teach the design versltles, If any, have a lecture or two lec-
and to take Into account all aspects of design turers in their schools of business admtnts-
decision-making including the safety. My ques- tratton so that you can get the men who become
tton would be to what extent are you teaching the administrators to recognize there is such
the design dectston process, have you In- a problem. I wouldn't call it safety, I'd call it
eluded safety tn this area, not as a speetal risk management, part of the management
course, not as an option, but simply as an picture. The third item is in connection with
inherent and integral part in the design deel- the use of system safety for accident lnvestl-
slon process? gatlon. The Idea was advanced that you could

use those same logic diagrams to conduct the
ANSWER: In fairness I think to that ques- investigation. Also you can use the logic dia-

tton, those present here today are not in the grams that were involved in the design to help
decision making position in the university in with the investigation. If you can go back to
order to do that. I think It is one of those those logic diagrams, I would think it would
things that we rare obliged to do though from a facilitate the Investigation of an accident
professional point of view, to urge that this be enormously In many eases, where structural
done Inside university structures. It suffers problems are concerned or systems problems
from all the ills of any bureaucracy I'm sure come up, failure of systems and things like
and it only responds very lethargically to any that.
Impulse that comes from society, and I think
it is one of those things that conferences like QUESTION. I'm not sure that there Is
this are essential in proposing as well as such a thing as a non-Government-related
professional socletles and other people like industry any more, but ff there is such a thing,
Ralph Nader. Mr. Nader even has his own way Is there any indication that this side of in-
of making himself known but the point is that dustry is accepting the concept of system
I agree with what you say, Les, that the safety as well as the educational side and ¢
decision-making process is sufficiently broad providing opportunities in form of jobs and

that we cannot afford specialized courses, salaries that would lure the people from engl-
We do need to focus one more time because neerlng into the system safety side of the _

the university process has been oneof division house? ,_
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ANSWER: I'll respond r,nd I don't know of and I would offer a challenge tO not only you
any. I would just simply 'Jay this. I an rea- on the stage but the people in the audience, I
sonably certain that the recent emphasis on wonder why we don't go back in our memories

product reliability is Causing the civil sector to our undergraduate days and say _or example
of the economy to respond to .no idea that in aeronautical or say an aerodynamics course,
there are risks that must be addres3ed and how would we go back to our professor and
our experience in our particular course is say, where could you in this course, within its

that the students attending from other than existing framework, introduce some thoughts
aerospace or milJ_ary part of the economy say about system safety?
that there is a ground swell. It may not be I submit that I could do this. I could go
great yet, but ,t is perceptible and I think we back in and talk to them about stall spin acci-
are going to see increasing interest in that dents and where in his course, just as he
area. teaches it today, in an analytical sense or any

of a number of other ways, he could come up

and engender a feeling in this undergraduateCOMMENT: I have an observation, I re-
that you ought to look at the hazards. I believe

cently rf_ad a report that the President of
every single one of us, if we chose to, could

Honda Motor Company that makes the auto-
go back into our own undergraduate field and

mobiles in Japan has been accused of murder introduce ideas like this but it is a monu-

due to reported 16 or 17 deaths which sup- mental task.
posedly are due to a design deficiency in the

MR. GROSE: Do you have a practical way,
automobile. They are accusing the President
of that Company of murder. Obviously, Japan Chuck, to suggest how this might be done.

Should we all go back to our own schools as
has kind of a strange legal system but those alumni?
kinds of activities might motivate the con- MR. MILLER: I think it would be a tre-
sumer product people to respond.

mendous challenge to tPe system safety society
to do just this on a local basis.

3OHN FRENCH/MSC: I'd like to make one MR. SHAW/TRW: One of the means oh-
comment. In keeping abreast of system safety vtously of broad education is availability of the
activities it would appear appropriate that you literature. Most everyone in the engineering
visit some of the NASA Centers. I'll speak for game recognizes it gem obsolete pretty quick
Manned Spacecraft Center specifically because and it is a habit of most of the brotherhood to
we have been involved in system safety from read widely. Coupling that with the idea of the
a management and engineering technique old academic principle of publish or perish,
standpoint. I would dke to welcome any of you I'd like to raise the question, do -my of yo,t
gentlemen to come down and discuss these gentlemen know of texts a-,atlab , o: being
things with us. prepared at this time on the general aubject

C.O. MILLER: Vern, addressing the last of system safety7
two questions, I might mention a vtsttc, r we MR. GROSE: Willie Hammer who spoke
had a_ the Board a couple of weeks ago. He ,_sterday morning is writing a book about it,
was a Professor of Engineering from a Mid- WlllteVs book, he tells me, is within 9 months

west University. He had never heard of the of publication. I have reason to believe there

I term "System Safety" frankly are other tn the I have
and 1 don't books mill but don't

really know what prompted his visit other dates.
than he said, "I've been worried that our MR. HOLT: I would like to get a plug out
people have been coming out of the engineer- of this. In collaboration with Mr. Richard L.
lng schools without an appreciation for ',he Reeb, who Is system safety manager of

"_ hazards that can be designed into a program." McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics tnHuntington
I then broke into my standard three-hour lec- Beach, California, he and I, he is writing a
ture on 3ystem safety. The point is, I think management section and I am writing an engi-
there is an awareness, well outside the DoD nesting section, we're trying to write a book.
environment on this particular problem as We don't have any dates but we've got quite a

typified by this man. What I gained from it, few pages together now -- it's looking good.
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COMMENT: I might add one thing too, Bill then of course the insurance companies would
Rogers at TRW has one in preparation. I have come in and assign a dollar value to the man-
no Idea of the date there either, lives and premiums that they have to put out

and Industries could perhaps be faced with law
R. ALTGELT/EATON CORPORATION: I sutt_, which could be assigned a dollar value.would like to know whether there is a science

we might call safety economics that would say, I'm wondering if there is a science that ap-proaches safety in this way, dollars loss
to put it into example form, that one accident versus dollars spent to prevent, or lives
would take on the average one-man life and lost versus lives spent t_ prevent?
we could show that in the course of a year say
X men's lives are taken by this typical acci-

dent occurring, and we co,:-,i show that it would ANSWER: I would think that all of our
take Y-men's lives of people who are working courses try to take this approach. Basically,
in factories to eliminate this or eliminate a we try to show the economics whether we are
percentage of this. So far I have l, een dodging talking about designing a system or probably

, the dollar aspects of it and I recognize a the specific course would be in our industrial
man's life snuffed out isntt the same as the safety-type courses where we talk about cost

man-life consumer in the shop to add another of accidents, accident elimination and budget.-
aspect, conceivably there would be someman- ing for safety. I think this is our philosophy
lives that wc_Id be lost in industrial accidents inherent in all of our courses. It's the name

producing this apparatus; but I'm wondering, of the game, really.
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